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1 IntroductionRising operating costs and structural transformations such as resizing and globalization ofcompanies all over the world have brought into focus the emerging discipline of knowledgemanagement as one of the ways to raise productivity and pro�tability. Knowledge manage-ment is concerned with creating, maintaining and exploiting \knowledge infrastructures",and \organizational knowledge cultures", and \making knowledge pay o�"(Pasahow 1996).Corporate Memories can play a crucial enabling role in making all this happen. Corporatememory represents the collective data and knowledge resources of a company includingproject experiences, problem solving expertise, design rationale etc.In this paper, we discuss how viewing corporate memories as distributed case librariescan bene�t from existing techniques for distributed cases based reasoning for resourcediscovery and exploitation of previous expertise. While it may not be the case that allresources in a company are amenable to this view, insofar as we can view a resource asa case base, we can exploit techniques developed in multi-agent systems and case-basedreasoning communities to build powerful tools for knowledge access and manipulation. Wepresent two techniques developed in the context of multi-agent case-based reasoning foraccessing and exploiting past experience from corporate memory resources, that by theirvery nature are distributed. The �rst approach, called Negotiated Retrieval(NagendraPrasad, Lesser, & Lander 1995; 1996), deals with retrieving and assembling \case pieces"from di�erent resources in a corporate memory to form a good overall case. The secondapproach, based on Federated Peer Learning(Plaza, Arcos, & Mart��n 1996), deals with twomodes of cooperation called DistCBR and ColCBR that let an agent exploit the experienceand expertise of peer agents to achieve a local task.2 Corporate MemoryCorporate memory consists of the sum total of the information and knowledge resourceswithin an organization. Such resources are typically distributed and are characterized bymultiplicity and diversity: company databases, machine-readable texts, documentationresources and reports, product requirements, design rationale etc.A corporate memory facility that promotes an organization to leverage its existinginformation and knowledge assets through e�ective reuse can be crucial to handling internaland external pressures in an information-driven economy(Huynh, Popkin, & Stecker 1994).A number of bene�ts can arise out of a well thought out and implemented corporatememory infrastructure(CMI)(Huynh, Popkin, & Stecker 1994):� Competitive pressures require quick and e�ective reactions to the ever changing mar-ket situations. The gap between the evolving and continuously changing collectiveinformation and knowledge resources of an organization and the employee awarenessof the existence of such resources and their changes can lead to losses in productivity.CMI seeks to address this problem through \knowledge-empowerment of workers",thus enabling them to respond better to market opportunities.� Timely availability of relevant information from resources accessible to an organi-



zation can lead to more informed decisions on the part of individuals (managers,project leaders etc), thereby promoting the e�ectiveness and viability of decentral-ized decision making.� Promotes organizations to become learning systems and avoid repeating the samemistakes(Sharp & Lewis ). Information about past projects - protocols, design spec-i�cations, documentation of experiences: both failures and successes, alternativesexplored - can all serve as stimulants for learning, leading to \expertise transfer"and \cross-project fertilizations"(Vanwelkenhuysen 1996) within and across organi-zations.Enablement of e�ective management of the know-how within a company mandates thata CMI incorporate characteristics like(Huynh, Popkin, & Stecker 1994):� Semantically rich and exible access mechanisms� Automated management of potentially large-scale resource sets� E�cient management of change and reuse given the dynamic nature of corporateinformation and knowledge resources� Adaptability entailing learning from past experiences by recording them along withtheir context and re-instantiating them in similar future contexts to gain a level ofpredictability about these new situations.The above requirements on CMI and the distributed nature of the resources compris-ing a corporate memory system provide compelling reasons for treating it as a distributedproblem solving system. In the subsequent sections, we discuss the potential for dis-tributed case-based reasoning approaches in dealing with access to corporate memory forsemantically related but physically dispersed data and knowledge.3 Distributed Processing vs Distributed Problem Solv-ingThe task of information gathering in a distributed setting can be viewed in general termsas either distributed processing or distributed problem solving (DPS). Distributed pro-cessing is characterized by complete independence of subproblems. Agents need nothingother than local information to arrive at a subproblem solution of the required qual-ity that can be synthesized with other agent subproblem solutions to arrive at a globalsolution. Distributed problem solving, on the other hand, is characterized by the exis-tence of interdependencies between subproblems assigned to the individual agents, lead-ing to a need for them to cooperate extensively during problem solving. They rely oncommunication to detect and exploit these interdependencies between subproblems. Atthe start, agents have only partial and incomplete views of global solution requirements.In spite of this de�ciency in information, they may arrive at partial and tentative re-sults that may be exchanged by the agents working on subproblems that are interdepen-dent, to reduce the uncertainty that surrounds local problem solving. That is, agents



may exploit the interdependencies between subproblems to their bene�t(Lesser 1990;1991).In this paper, the information and knowledge resources comprising a corporate memoryof an organization are viewed as distributed case bases. Doing so lets us map techniques fordistributed problem solving into tools for knowledge manipulation in corporate memories.The �rst technique is based on a method proposed by Nagendra Prasad, Lesser andLander(Nagendra Prasad, Lesser, & Lander 1996) for retrieval from distributed case bases.This method can be seen as an instantiation of aspects of the cooperative information gath-ering(CIG)(Oates, Nagendra Prasad, & Lesser 1994) approach to intelligent informationgathering from networked information resources. This approach relies on the \FA/C"paradigm(Lesser 1991) previously developed as a framework for distributed problem solv-ing. Oates, Nagendra Prasad and Lesser(Oates, Nagendra Prasad, & Lesser 1994) providean extensive discussion as to why it is better to treat information gathering in a networkedenvironment as distributed problem solving. In a CIG task, potentially useful constraintsmay exist between di�erent pieces of information. The discovery and exploitation of suchconstraints is necessarily a dynamic and incremental process that occurs during problem-solving and entails communication of partial results among agents in a timely and selectivemanner, to augment each agent's local view with a more global view. Given the incompletenature of the local views of the individual agents, another important aspect of CIG is theexplicit recognition of the role of solution and control uncertainty. Coupled with the factthat resources and time for conducting a search are limited in real-life problems, this leadsto the notion of satis�cing search. Another aspect of CIG is the explicit recognition andexploitation (or avoidance) of redundancy, leading to increased robustness or decreasedresource demands depending on the context and the structure of the domain.The second technique is the Federated Peer Learning-based cooperative Case-basedReasoning (Plaza, Arcos, & Mart��n 1996). Two modes of cooperative case-based reason-ing are discussed: DistCBR where an agent can delegate its authority to another peeragent to solve a problem and ColCBR where an agent maintains authority while exploit-ing the experience of a peer agent. While remote evaluation capability supports DistCBR,ColCBR mode is supported by remote programming (or mobile code) capability of the un-derlying representation and communication framework. These modes let an agent exploitthe collective memory in a distributed environment in a lazy, on-demand way.In the following section, we �rst discuss why some of the resources comprising a cor-porate memory can be viewed as case bases. We then briey discuss the NegotiatedRetrieval Algorithm and the Federated Peer Learning-based cooperative Case-based Rea-soning modes. Readers interested in further details are urged to refer to (Nagendra Prasad,Lesser, & Lander 1996; Plaza, Arcos, & Mart��n 1996).4 Retrieval and Reasoning in Distributed Cases-basesA Case-based Reasoning (CBR) system uses lazy \generalization" from past similar casesto the present task. Past similar cases are retrieved through similarity estimates betweenthe current problem P and the precedent cases CB that the system has access to. Thecrucial assumption in a CBR system is that the more similar the current problem P is



to a precedent C 2 CB , the more similar the solution of P is to the solution of C. Inrecent times, CBR techniques have enjoyed an immense popularity among researchers andpractitioners of AI, building intelligent tools for a number of applications(Aamodt & Plaza1994). Techniques for distributed case-based reasoning are being developed with the aimof leveraging the insights gained from building and using such applications but at the sametime coping with the distributed nature of the knowledge available in many applications.Viewing Corporate Memories as Distributed Case Libraries (or Distributed Case Bases)provides us with ways to exploit these techniques to develop semantically rich and exibletools for knowledge management in distributed environments.4.1 Corporate Memories as Distributed Case BasesIn its most general form, a case base is a source of complex data stored in speci�c formats.A number of knowledge and data sources that comprise a corporate memory could bede�ned as case bases in this sense. Case bases could arise from formated records of usefulemployee experience and/or expertise. Alternately, Case-Knowledge Engineers or contentexperts could design case bases of relevant experience by populating them with collectionsof records in appropriate formats. Certain unstructured databases like text databases canalso be converted to case bases by generating semantic descriptors characterizing eachof its documents. Much of the work in information extraction and text summarizationconcentrates on generating such descriptors(Lehnert et al. 1992). Given such descriptorgenerating capabilities, any set of databases with inter-related data can be treated as dis-tributed case bases. Another promising alternative involves creation of metadata(Weibel1995) that is an informative record attached to a document (structured or unstructured).A typical metadata record could contain elements like subject, author, title, object type,relationship to other elements, coverage etc(Weibel 1995)1. Development of metadata be-comes especially feasible if the authors of a resource or a document could be encouraged tocreate such a description. Perhaps some of the most important sources of distributed casebases available to a corporation beyond its organizational boundaries are the distributeddigital libraries with mutually related information, like PARTNET(Partnet ) on the In-ternet. PARTNET is WWW-accessible distributed electro-mechanical component librarydeveloped by the University of Utah's Mechanical Engineering Department as a resourceto connect designers and engineers with parts suppliers. In this paper, we view a casebase as not just a passive data store but an active one that can reason about its contentsand their appropriateness in the context of a query. Thus, when we use the term \agent"and a case base interchangingly, we mean that the agent is an active case-based reasoningentity that can reason about its local case knowledge.1Metadata Workshop held on March 1-3, 1995, in Dublin, Ohio addressed the issue of appropriatemetadata elements for document-like objects and identi�ed an initial set of thirteen elements called theDublin Core(Weibel 1995).



4.2 Negotiated Retrieval4.2.1 OverviewMost of the literature on information gathering deals with locating, gathering and select-ing the best response to a query from among a multitude of responses from di�erent datarepositories(Arens et al. 1993; Bowman et al. 1994; Oates, Nagendra Prasad, & Lesser1994). Nagendra Prasad, Lesser and Lander(Nagendra Prasad, Lesser, & Lander 1995;1996) introduced a di�erent model of response to a query where no single source of in-formation may contain the complete response to a query; necessitating piecing togethermutually related partial responses from disparate and possibly heterogeneous sources. Acomplex query is presented to a set of agents, each of which is responsible for retriev-ing information relevant to a part of the query. The agents negotiate to piece togethera mutually acceptable response to the query. This type of retrieval, de�ned as Negoti-ated Retrieval(Nagendra Prasad, Lesser, & Lander 1995; 1996), adopts the above view of aquery to a set of distributed case bases in the corporate memory context. More speci�cally,a response to a query involves assembling related pieces of information from di�erent casebases to form a composite case. The agents have to cooperatively retrieve mutually ac-ceptable responses while negotiating compromises to resolve conicts. Each agent retrievessubcases from its local case base and all agents together assemble a mutually acceptableoverall case from these subcases to produce a response to the user's information needs.Information requirements of many real life applications rely on such distributed casebases. Let us illustrate this with an example: a management consultancy �rm is facedwith the need to quickly build a cross-functional team by drawing from an organization-wide talent pool for the purpose of helping an inventor research the market for a product,analyze pros and cons of the competition, and locate interested venture capitalists. Wecan imagine an automated assistant for querying a multi-agent system that assemblesthe team by letting each agent access its own resume database of various experts for aparticular aspect of the project: technical, management, sales, etc. In assembling theteam, the agents need to consider interactions between the requirements of experts fordi�erent aspects like for example, all experts willing to work on that type of project orall technical experts on the team being familiar with a particular computing environment.The distributed case bases in this example are the resume databases for di�erent expertise,with descriptor generators that extract features like \project types willing to workon" and\familiar computing environments".4.2.2 Negotiated Retrieval AlgorithmBelow, we briey present a summary of the Negotiated Retrieval Algorithm. Interestedreader is referred to (Nagendra Prasad, Lesser, & Lander 1995; 1996) for a more formaltreatment and empirical studies.Negotiated Retrieval is viewed as a distributed constraint optimization problem whereeach agent has a set of subcase consistency constraints in addition to the local case base.These constraints arise in a number of ways:� Constraints could arise from useful context information attached to the metadata



speci�cation of a resource or documents or as quali�ers attached to particular ele-ments of the metadata.� Constraints could arise from the domain-speci�c knowledge an agent has about therequirements of the context in which its local subcases can usefully participate.� Constraints could also be derived from queries that may be required to specify themin addition to user's information needs.A case can be viewed as a set of feature-value pairs. The set of constraints that anagent has may be de�ned on both \local" and \non-local" features. Local features of anagent are those features that the agent uses to represent its local subcases. Non-localfeatures are those features that some other agent uses to represent its local cases. Thus,a constraint can be viewed as a relationship between subcases of one or more case basesand is enforced through interrelationships between features of these subcases.A case has a number of associated attributes that involve measures of certain charac-teristics of a case and are functions of the feature values of a case. Examples of attributesinclude reliability, quality, uncertainty and cost. In addition to being acceptable to allagents, it is desirable that a case be optimized along the attribute set. These requirementslead to organization of an agent's constraints as soft constraints and hard constraints wherethe former set represents solution preferences and the later set represents those constraintsthat are relaxed only as a result of explicit recognition by the agents that the set is tooconstrained to lead to a mutually acceptable solution. Relaxing a soft constraint mayonly involve penalties in terms of loss of optimality in the desirable attributes. For exam-ple, relaxing a soft constraint may lead to less robust solutions. Softness of a constraintrepresents its degree of exibility. On the other hand, hard constraints are generally notrelaxed except with an explicit understanding that the resulting responses satisfy the queryspeci�cations only partially or are consistent with only a subset of the agents.A partial case is a partially evolved response to a query. A partial case is obtainedby composing the subcases from one or more agents but it is not yet acceptable to allagents (perhaps because it needs more subcases or because other agents have not checkedit against their consistency constraints). Projection of a partial case on to a set of featuresis the set of feature-values pairs in the partial case for that set of features.The agents execute the Negotiated Retrieval Algorithm (NRA) as follows:Phase I: Local RetrievalIf an agent received feedback from other agents about previous violations, it �rstassimilates it (details of the assimilation process are provided later). Some of theagents, using the relevant portions of the user query and the presently available infor-mation on the problem-solving state (including previously tried solutions, conictsthey caused and feedback in the form of advice on violated constraints from otheragents), retrieve the seed subcases around which the rest of the case evolves. Otheragents have too poor a local view to perform retrieval without additional help andhence wait to extend partially assembled cases. If a seed agent fails to retrieve a case,it can relax some local constraints until it �nds a case or gives up at certain point. Ingeneral, a locally retrieved subcase is re-instantiated in the present problem context



during this phase. Re-instantiation could also involve adaptation of the retrievedsubcase to the new context.Phase II: Sub-case Integration, Partial Case Extension and Conict De-tectionAgents try to \merge" the local subcases to form larger partial cases. It involveschecking for consistency and interactions among the sub-cases retrieved by di�erentagents. In the situation where the agents are trying to physically represent theoverall episode at a single central repository, the agents can easily obtain the relevantinformation for consistency checking by looking at the other agents' sub-cases in thecentral repository. However, integration need not necessarily lead to a combinationof the sub-cases at a single physical location. In this situation, the agents have toexchange projections of partial cases. For example, agent A1 wanting a consistencycheck on one of its partial cases by A2 has to send to A2, a projection of that partialcase with respect to the relevant features of the constraints at agent A2. Projectioninformation alone is su�cient for Agent A2 to check for the consistency of thatpartial case with respect to its constraints (more details can be found in (NagendraPrasad, Lesser, & Lander 1996)). If constraints are not violated then the subcasesare considered \merged" due to their mutual consistency. Those agents who couldnot retrieve subcases due to insu�cient information in Phase I, try to extend thesepartial cases by adding their subcases. An agent intending to extend a partial caseobtains an appropriate projection of that partial case to serve as an anchor for thelocal subcase retrieval.If any violations are detected during a merge or an extend operation due to poor orinfeasible values on local or non-local features, go to Phase III; else exit.Phase III: Conict Resolution through NegotiationEach agent categorizes its violated local constraints into pre-enumerated classes ofviolations and uses a set of conict resolution strategies associated with each ofthese categories to generate a set of advice as feedback to itself and the other agentsinvolved in the partial case that led to the conicts. The set of advice could rangefrom domain independent strategies to highly domain speci�c ones(Nagendra Prasad,Lesser, & Lander 1996):1. Some of the agents may do their local retrieval using similarity measures basedon \closeness" of the retrieval requirements to the cases in the archive. Suchagents can be advised to broaden their search by obtaining cases with poorersimilarity values or di�erent similarity measures.2. Some of agents may retrieve a case and massage it using an adaptation strategyto �t the new situation. An agent could advise another agent to modify theretrieved case in a di�erent way | use a di�erent adaptation strategy.3. In systems where it is possible for agents to be associated with some knowledgeof the importance of a particular feature's values and constraints for the overallcase, this knowledge can serve as basis for generating advice to relax a soft



constraint involving certain parameters. Alternately, the advice can be in theform of changes to the values or ranges of certain features in order to obtainbetter local solutions.4. An agent detecting lack of progress either locally or at other agents (based onthe projections it receives from those agents) could advise some of them torelax their hard constraints. This is expected to take the retrieval process toqualitatively di�erent regions of the case base. Just as with soft constraints,the choice of which constraint to relax is based on system-wide knowledge orgeneric strategies associated with some or all of the agents about the importanceof various types of constraints for the overall case.5. Some of the agents may have capabilities to analyze particular features of thesolution space that lead them to recognize opportunities for more e�cient cus-tomized search strategies. They can together decide to play out speci�c roles inthis kind of customized search. Lander(Lander 1994) presents a good exampleof a customized search called linear compromise where agents, upon recognizingthe linear nature of their solution space, decide to exchange end points and ex-trapolate between them to �nd the intersection point as a mutual compromisesolution.Upon generating feedback, goto Phase I.Assimilation of feedback advice from other agents enhances an agent's view of the non-local requirements. An agent assimilating feedback can indulge in a process as complex asthe generation of feedback. It may involve relaxing a constraint or adding a new constraintto the local set of constraints. Assimilation may be context-sensitive, leading to constraintsthat are applicable only in speci�c contexts or to speci�c types of partial cases at the localagent. In addition, the assimilation process may also involve transformations where anagent uses the feedback from other agents to generate its own local constraints rather thandirectly incorporate the feedback.The Negotiated Retrieval Algorithm is an asynchronous parallel distributed constraintoptimization search to obtain a good overall episode assembled from case pieces. Theasynchronous nature of the search arises from the fact that an agent could be in any phaseof the NRA for a given case evolution at a given time. More than one partial case could beevolving simultaneously and an agent could be in di�erent phases of Negotiated Retrievalfor di�erent partial cases at any given time. The NRA algorithm is very general and asystem may go through only some or all of these phases to achieve coherent retrieval ofgood overall cases.Another feature of Negotiated Retrieval Algorithm is its ability to work with heteroge-neous agents. While we cast NRA as constraint optimization search, it is not essential thatthe agents represent these constraints in any particular form - they could be procedural ordeclarative and in multiple forms. Internally, the agents could be using disparate knowl-edge organizations or problem solving control organizations. Agent detects constraintviolations based on projections that basically represent information about the featuresthat this agent as well as some other agents know about. The only requirement is theability of an agent to translate a projection or feedback into its local language or from its



local language to the language of another agent. These types of translation mechanismsare commonly called \wrappers"(Genesereth, , & Ketchpel 1994) and are used to enablea set of heterogeneous or stand alone systems to function as a multi-agent system.4.2.3 CBR-TEAM: A multi-agent design systemIn this section, we present a brief summary of the CBR-TEAM system(Nagendra Prasad,Lesser, & Lander 1996) that uses negotiated retrieval to compose coherent design cases.Note however, that our experience with negotiated retrieval is still rudimentary and wewill be able to give further insights into its e�ectiveness in future.CBR-TEAM, whose core is derived from TEAM(Lander 1994), is a parametric designsystem that uses a set of heterogeneous cooperative agents for designing steam condensercomponents. It consists of three agents - motor-agent, pump-agent and vbelt-agent -that are responsible for the design of the motor, pump and vbelt components of a steamcondenser. The user gives a problem speci�cation that consists of minimum head size forthe pump in the required design. The agents in CBR-TEAM retrieve and use suitablemembers from libraries of manufacturer-speci�ed models for designing their componentsand use the negotiated retrieval strategy to arrive at mutually acceptable designs. Whenthe components of the individual agents are being assembled, violation of constraints dueto mismatches on shared parameters lead to information exchange followed by redesign.Interface parameters are those features of a component that are shared by more than oneagent. All the relevant agents have to reach an agreement on the values of the sharedparameters.During the initial phase of retrieval, the agents may have only partial information onthe requirements of other interacting components. So, each of the agents chooses the lowestcost component based on the information available to it. Trying to assemble these compo-nents into an overall design may lead to conicts due to mismatches in the parameters thatare shared by two or more components. For example, motor and pump components haverequired-pump-power as a shared parameter and both motor-agent and pump-agentimpose their own set of constraints on this parameter. A mismatch on this parameterinvolves one agent assigning a value to the parameter that violates the constraints in an-other agent. When a conict is detected, the agent detecting it sends feedback to the otheragents involved. In CBR-TEAM, feedback involves communicating the relevant violatedexplicit constraints, all of which are single-parameter numerical-valued constraints. Whenan agent receives feedback from others, it assimilates the feedback. Assimilation involvesadding the feedback constraints to the set of local constraints to e�ect further searchesfrom there on. The agents iteratively perform further rounds of retrieval using the pre-vious information and the new requirements from other agents to get better cases to beassembled into a design that does not produce the same conict.4.3 Federated Peer LearningPlaza, Arcos and Martin(Plaza, Arcos, & Mart��n 1996) discuss two modes of cooperationamong case-based reasoning (CBR) agents where an agent can leverage the learning ca-



pabilities or past experience of peer agents2 to achieve a task or solve a problem. Thesemodes are developed within the Federated Peer Learning (FPL) framework (Plaza, Arcos,& Mart��n 1996) that aims to study cooperative problem solving among agents possessingeither same or di�erent capabilities and incorporating potentially di�erent knowledge andproblem solving behaviors based on their individual learning and experience. Cooperativeproblem solving in such a system can result in bringing wide range of experience to bearon a task at hand in an agent. The approach taken here to achieve cooperation is throughcommunication using the Noos representation language developed at IIIA for integratinglearning and problem solving(Arcos & Plaza 1996). Plural Noos is an extension of Noosthat allows communication and mobile (or \migrating") tasks and methods (to achievethese tasks) among agents that use Noos as a representation language. In particular, wewill show two modes of cooperation among CBR agents: Distributed Case-based Reason-ing (DistCBR) 3 and Collective Case-based Reasoning (ColCBR). Intuitively, in DistCBRcooperation mode an agent Ai delegates its authority to another peer agent Aj to solve aproblem | for instance when Ai is unable to solve it adequately. In contrast, ColCBRcooperation mode maintains the authority of the originating agent: an agent Ai can trans-mit a mobile method to another agent Aj to be executed there. That is to say, Ai usesthe experience accumulated by other peer agents while maintaining the control on how theproblem is solved.Each of the cooperating agents in DistCBR and ColCBR is capable of solving the overalltask by itself (most of time) unlike in Negotiated Retrieval where agents are specialists atspeci�c subtasks.4.3.1 Representation and CommunicationThe approach taken to develop cooperative CBR is to extend Noos, a representationlanguage for integrating learning and problem solving that has been used to develop severalCBR systems. In this section we �rst present some basic notions of the language, and laterthe Plural extension that supports communication and cooperation among CBR agentsusing Noos.Noos is a reective object-centered representation language designed to support knowl-edge modeling of problem solving and learning(Arcos & Plaza 1994; 1996). Noos is basedon the task/method decomposition principle and an analysis of knowledge requirementsfor methods | and it is related to knowledge modeling frameworks like KADS (Wielingaet al. 1993) or components of expertise (Steels 1990). A method models a way to solvea task. A method can be elementary or can be decomposed into subtasks. These new(sub)tasks can be achieved by their corresponding methods in the same way. For a giventask there may be multiple alternative methods (alternative ways to solve the task). For2By peer agents we mean agents that are capable of solving the task that another agent has at hand.3Note that this mode of cooperation unfortunately carries the same name as our use of the termdistributed case-based reasoning for agents more generally doing case-based reasoning in a distributedmanner. The name for this mode of cooperation was introduced in (Plaza, Arcos, & Mart��n 1996) wherecooperative CBR was used for agents more generally doing case-based reasoning in a distributed manner.In order to avoid confusion, in this paper, we use the acronym DistCBR for this specialized FPL coopera-tion mode and the terms cooperative CBR and distributed case-based reasoning are used interchangeablyfor the more general situation of agents doing case-based reasoning in a distributed manner.



instance, a CBRmethod(Aamodt & Plaza 1994) is decomposed into retrieve, select andreuse subtasks and there are several possible methods to access stored cases, select one ofthem according to some criteria, and �nally reuse the solution. Retrieval methods allowNoos to inspect and analyze previous speci�c situations in the episodic memory. The reusemethods re-instantiate solutions to precedent problems in the current context or constructnew solutions using the precedent solutions and the current problem. Decision-taking inNoos is modeled by a preference language that allows the speci�cation of the conditionsunder which an alternative is better than the others. Reasoning about preferences permitsan agent to select a method from a set of alternatives or to choose to cooperate with anagent from a set of associate agents (more on this later).Noos is a representation language based on descriptions. A description is formed bya collection of features. The values of features are constants or other descriptions. Thisapproach is close to the  -term formalism (A��t-Kaci & Podelski 1993). Domain knowledgeis represented in Noos by descriptions of the concepts in that domain. Descriptions have acorrespondence to labeled graph representations as shown in Figure 1 that is a descriptionof an experiment in the chromatography domain(Plaza, Arcos, & Mart��n 1996).
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Noos capabilities: network references, remote evaluation, and mobile methods. UsingPlural Noos, arbitrary Noos descriptions (of entities and methods) can be transmittedover the network from one agent to another. In particular, cases and CBR methods canbe transmitted from a CBR agent to another.Network references extend Noos references to agents over the net. Syntactically, areference to a feature in an agent-i like (>> feature of entity) once transmitted to anew agent agent-j becomes a network reference equivalent to (>> feature of entityat agent-i) in agent-j; and an identi�er of an entity in agent-i like entity55, oncetransmitted to a new agent, becomes a network reference like entity55@agent-i inagent-j. Network references are transmitted over the network: if entity55@agent-iis a value of the feature my-friend of entity99 in agent-j and a new agent has thereference (>> my-friend of entity99 at agent-j), it will get the original network ref-erence entity55@agent-i. Network references avoid the problem of maintaining statewhen objects with state are copied over the network. State is local to agents, and when adescription is referenced by another agent, a network reference is transmitted.If we view a Noos description as a labeled graph, transmission of a description startsat a selected node (for example, the root in Figure 1) and \copies" the graph to thedestination as follows: if a graph node is a constant, (like a number or a string) a freshcopy is produced. Otherwise a network reference to that node is created. Since Noosperforms lazy evaluation, not all the nodes in a graph are transmitted when the rootis referenced, but only those needed by remote references. Path equality (sharing) andcircularities in the graph are preserved.Remote evaluation allows an agent to use a method owned by another agent | as inremote procedure call (RPC). Speci�cally, remote evaluation allows an agent agent-i toask another agent agent-j to execute a speci�c method method-k@agent-j for a givenproblem-n of agent-i, as in the expression (noos-eval (method-k@agent-j problem-n)at agent-j). In this process, agent-j receives the network reference problem-n@agent-iand applies method-k to it. During evaluation, further references in agent-j to featuresof problem-n@agent-i are interpreted as network references that automatically lead tocommunication to agent-i asking for the value of that feature. Agent-i is responsible forinferring that value and transmitting its network reference to agent-j.For some cooperation modes it is necessary to support so-called mobile code or mi-grating programs. Mobile methods are supported by Plural Noos through the capabilityfor transmitting method descriptions. A mobile method description is �rst de�ned in anoriginating agent agent-i. Then, the Plural Noos construct jump can be used to bindthe mobile method with the appropriate references and to instantiate the method at thedestination agent.When a method jumps to a remote agent, the whole task/method decomposition of themobile method is \copied" in the following sense: the name of the built-in of which themethod is a re�nement is transmitted, as well as its subtasks. Recursively, the methodsde�ned in the originating agent for those subtasks are also \copied". The references of themobile method in the originating agent are transformed to network references as explainedpreviously.



4.3.3 Two Modes of Cooperation for CBR AgentsCooperation among CBR agents involves exploiting the set of precedents in the collectivememories of all the agents for use in similarity-based reasoning. There are two generalways to do so: DistCBR and ColCBR. Intuitively, both DistCBR and ColCBR are basedon solving a problem by reusing the knowledge learned by other CBR agents. Given anagent (the originator) trying to solve a problem, the di�erence between both modes is inthe similarity-based reasoning method used: that of the originator or that of the CBRagent that is helping the originator.� DistCBR is based on an agent Ai transmitting the problem and the task to beachieved to another agent Aj. Agent Aj uses its own CBR method and its case baseCBj to achieve the task and send the results back to agent Ai. In case of failure,a failure token is sent back and Ai can iterate the cooperation tasks with the nextagent of its preference.� ColCBR is based on an agent Ai transmitting the method that is to be used to solvea task, in addition to the problem and the task to be achieved, to another agent Aj.Agent Aj will use its case base CBj and the method sent by Ai to achieve the taskand send back the results. In other words, the originator is using the memory of theother agents as an extension of its own | as a collective memory | by means ofbeing able to impose on other agents the use of its own CBR methods. In case offailure, a failure token is sent back and Ai can iterate the cooperation tasks with thenext agent of its preference.From the standpoint of implementing these cooperation modes, we can say that DistCBRis supported by the remote evaluation capability and ColCBR is supported by remote pro-gramming (or mobile code) capability of Plural Noos.4.3.4 Multi-agent Protein Puri�cationWe now discuss the application of the two cooperation modes introduced above in a systemthat recommends chromatography techniques to purify proteins from tissues and cultures.There are a number of proteins and associated chromatography techniques currently in usein a larger number of industrial chemical labs. Each of these labs may face its own subsetof problems that it routinely solves and in the process it develops expertise for handlingthem. It may also face problems that seldom occur at its location but occur frequentlyat other locations | leading to the developemnt of expertise at those locations. Di�erentlocations may thus have di�erent methods for case-based reasoning that rely on knowledgemodeling analysis of their particular problems and local expertise and biases. This givesrise to the need for cooperation to exploit peer expertise.Our multi-agent CBR system consists of a number of chroma agents that can rec-ommend chromatography techniques for protein puri�cation. Each chroma agent canbe con�gured using Noos. It allows the con�guration of a CBR system through a knowl-edge model analysis of the domain(Arcos & Plaza 1994; 1996). Such a con�guration isdone with the component blocks provided by Noos | like generic retrieval methods |that are re�ned (or biased) in order to incorporate the domain knowledge that has been



modeled. In chroma, the domain knowledge is used to characterize which features aremore important for judging the similarity between a current problem and a precedentcase. Noos allows the expression of such knowledge by means of retrieval methods andpreference methods. Such an abstraction permits one to ignore implementation detailslike the indexing algorithms and, most importantly, permits the communication of suchmethods among CBR agents(Arcos & Plaza 1994; 1996). This allows a CBR agent to notonly exploit the cases in its own case-base but also those cases known by other agents.Learning in CBR is lazy: a CBR system imposes a partial order among (a relevantsubset of) the past examples based on the current problem. The solution of a problem isdetermined by the solution of the case(s) that is maximal in the partial ordering establishedby preferences. Thus, solutions proposed by the system are a function of the individualexperience of the CBR system plus the domain knowledge given by the system designersduring the knowledge modeling stage. The CBR method in a chroma agent is con�guredas follows:1. Goal-driven Retrieval This is a generic method that selects from memory allcases obeying a constraint declared as pattern. Intuitively, it retrieves all casessubsumed by (all cases that match) the pattern. Domain knowledge in chromarequires that only cases whose protein feature has the same value as in the currentproblem are retrieved. This form of retrieval is called goal-driven retrieval (since theprotein is the goal in our process) and can be represented by a general method calledretrieve-by-determination.2. Domain Selection Criteria This component is a preferencemethod that imposesa partial order among retrieved cases. In chroma there are three basic preferences:Preference n.1 Domain knowledge in chroma states that usually the most im-portant criterion for similarity is having the same value for a feature in thesource and in the current problem.Preference n.2 This preference method relies on the species feature i.e. thespecies of the sample tissue or culture from which the protein is puri�ed. Thispreference discriminates the retrieved cases that are indistinguishable usingpreference n.1.Preference n.3 This method is a preference based on the kingdom taxon of thesource. It is used to discriminate among the retrieved cases that are not distin-guishable by the preceding preference methods.3. Reuse Finally, the reuse method re-instantiates the puri�cation plan of the mostrelevant precedent chosen using the above domain preferences.In the multi-agent extension of chroma, each laboratory has a speci�c agent that cansupport this CBR method or a similar one. Di�erent CBR methods can be derived bysupplementing or substituting the general preference criteria with speci�c ones arising outof the kinds of problems an agent regularly solves. For instance, for a given tissue, thespecies criterion could be more relevant than the source criterion. Thus, each CBR agentpossesses selection criteria adapted to its own experience.



We have seen that CBR methods are decomposed into three main tasks: retrieval,selection and reuse. The multiagent chroma application speci�es the reuse task to belocal to the agent involved in solving a problem, while retrieval and selection tasks canbe delegated to other agents. In DistCBR an agent Ai has a new method encompassingthe retrieval and selection tasks; this retrieve&select method is declared public.Another agent Aj can specify to the agent Ai to apply that method to a current problemand Aj will receive as result, the network reference of the best precedent case Cbesti in Aimemory. Then Aj can access the information of Cbesti in Ai (essentially the solution) andreuse or adapt that information to the current problem.In Dist CBR, the precedent case Cbesti was selected using the criteria embodied in Airetrieve&select method. On the other hand, in ColCBR an agent Aj uses its ownCBR method on any federated agent|in essence accessing and using the memory of theanother agent as if it was its own, and hence the name of collective memory. In ColCBRan originating agent Aj can transmit its retrieve&select method to another agent Aiwho is responsible for using it on its own memory and experience and sending back thebest precedent case Cbesti to Aj. Here Cbesti is the best according to the criteria of Aj andthe experience of Ai.In fact, the way ColCBR is performed is slightly more complex. In ColCBR we wantto �nd the best precedent case in the collective memory of all the peer agents, but eachagent may respond with the best case from its case base. The agent can not give anyassurances about the goodness of the case with respect to the entire collective memory ofall the agents. So, the following ColCBR method is used to select the the best precedentcase:1. Retrieve & Select This mobile method is sent to the peer agents, and each of thepeers responds with the network reference of the (locally) best precedent case Cbesti .2. Global Select The originating agent uses the preference criteria to rank the set oflocally best cases Cbesti in order to select the globally best one(s).3. Reuse The (globally) best precedent case is reused as before by the originatingagent.4.4 DiscussionThe Negotiated Retrieval and the FPL-based cooperative CBR represent two attempts atexploiting previous experience, distributed within a corporation, for solving new problems.Each of the two approaches brings with it a set of conditions and problem features for whichit is most appropriate.Negotiated Retrieval is based on a model where the response to a query is derivedfrom composing partial responses from distributed case bases. Tasks like assembling cross-functional teams or assembling a set of documents for various aspects of a project from thedocumentation set available from previously executed projects (to let a project leader de-rive leads from them for the present project) or accessing a set of relevant components frommanufacturer-speci�ed online component catalogues for various design assembly stages rep-resent a few examples where NRA provides a useful tool for the users. On the other hand,



DistCBR and ColCBR represent attempts to bene�t from the collective experience of peersin a corporation. Each of the peer agents can solve the task on hand by itself. However,their experiences are di�erent and diverse and thus each of them can potentially bringsome unique experience to the task. Exploiting this diversity and richness is what thesetwo modes of cooperation attempt to do. Tasks like a project manager's agent exploitingthe experience of its peers for project cost estimates or an agent exploiting the experienceof a group of expert agents for a new marketing initiative are examples where these modesof cooperation can come in handy4.DistCBR and ColCBR rely on knowledge modeling to esh out a domain to capturethe recursive structure of task-method-subtasks relationships and manage the conicts andpreferences among subtasks or submethods. This represents a knowledge intensive ap-proach to cooperative CBR. On the other hand, Negotiated Retrieval is a search-intensiveapproach to cooperative CBR where preferences and harmful interactions are managed byaugmenting the retrieval of individual subcases with search during integration.Lastly, DistCBR and ColCBR have certain speci�c representational requirements likeagent control being organized to be able to work with descriptions in Noos language. Thusresources in a corporate memory setting have to be augmented with such capabilities to beable to exploit these two modes of cooperation. However, this is not a serious limitationbecause Noos is a very general and powerful representation language. Negotiated Retrievalis designed to work with heterogeneous agents that can be equipped with \wrappers" toachieve cooperative communication without having to change the representations of theirinternal problem solving control.5 ConclusionsCorporate Memory forms an important enabling component in any knowledge manage-ment strategy of a company. In this paper, we propose that such memories be viewedas distributed case bases in order to facilitate exploitation of techniques from multi-agentsystems and case-based reasoning to build exible and powerful tools for knowledge ac-cess and manipulation. Negotiated Retrieval deals with piecing together partial responsesfrom di�erent sources to evolve a coherent response to a query. It augments CBR agentswith distributed constraint optimization search capabilities to avoid harmful interactionsamong case pieces and assemble \good" candidate overall responses from partial responsesof individual agents. FPL-based cooperative CBR proposes two cooperation modes amongCBR agents for exploiting \collective memories" of peer agents. In DistCBR, an agenttransmits the task to be achieved to another agent, and the host agent uses its CBR meth-ods and its local case base to achieve the task for the originating agent. In ColCBR, anagent transmits the task to be achieved and the method to be used to achieve this task toanother agent, and the host agent uses its local case base along with the received method4In these examples, when we talk of agents we mean computational agents that develop their casebases from the experiences of di�erent employees and are equipped with automated tools for exploitingsuch experience like case-based reasoning tools. However, the methods presented here would also beapplicable for mixed-initiative systems where computational agents and humans are treated as \agents"in an integrated multi-agent system.
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